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Beauty and the BeastA rich man suddenly becomes poor and he goes to live in the country with his 

children. One day he goes to the city on business. His daughters, Rosalind 

and Hortensia, ask him for expensive presents, but his daughter, Beauty,  

only wants a rose.On his way back the man takes a rose from the garden of a castle. But the 

owner of the castle, a beast, becomes angry and demands something in 

exchange… 
This reader uses the EXPANSIVE READING approach, where the text 

becomes a springboard to improve language skills and to explore historical 

background, cultural connections and other topics suggested by the text. 

As well as the story, this reader contains:

• Easy adaptation at Starter level
• Wide range of activities practising the four skills

• KET-style activities and Trinity-style activities (Grade 2)

• Dossiers: Castles, Flowers and ‘Beauty and the Beast’ in Films and at  

the Theatre• Full recording of the text
• Exit test with answer key at blackcat-cideb.com
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BEAUTY AND THE BEAST

1  Listen to the audio and complete the text. Choose 
the word/s from the basket below.
• piano • poor • clean • very • husband • wonderful  
• near • reading books • washes • ship

A rich man lives in a big city 1 ............................................................... the sea.  
He has got three daughters and three sons. One daughter is 
called ‘Beauty’ because is 2 ............................................................... beautiful. the other two daughters 
are called Rosalind and Hortensia. They are lazy  and unfriendly. They like going 
out and having fun. they both want to find a rich 3 ............................................................... They do not 
like Beauty because she is beautiful.
Beauty has got long red hair. She is kind and friendly. She likes staying at home 
and 4 ............................................................... She also likes playing the 5 ............................................................... Beauty’s father 
is a merchant.  One day he loses all his money because his 6 ...............................................................  
is lost at sea.
‘My dear children,’ he says sadly, ‘I haven’t got much money. We’re 7 ................................................. 
We must leave this big house and go and live in the country.’
‘Oh, dear!’ say the two sisters. “We’re poor—this is terrible!”
‘What bad luck!’ say the three brothers.
‘We have to work now,’ says Beauty’s father.
‘Work?’ say the two sisters. ‘No, we don’t want to work! And we don’t want to 
live in the country.’ They start to cry.
Beauty is sad but she says, ‘Let’s not cry! We can work and be happy without 
money.’
The family goes to the country and lives in a small house. Beauty gets up at four 
‘clock in the morning to 8 ............................................................... the house and cook. Then she  
9 ............................................................... the family’s clothes in the river. The three brothers work in the 
country.
Rosalind and Hortensia do not work. They do nothing all day. They sleep all 
morning and walk in the woods  in the afternoon.
‘I’m unhappy,’ says Rosalind. ‘I don’t like the country because there’s nothing to 
do.’
‘ We can’t go to the theater and wear nice clothes,’ says Hortensia. ‘And we 
haven’t got any friends.’
‘Look at Beauty,’ says Rosalind angrily. ‘She works and she’s happy in this terrible 
place.’
Beauty’s father says, ‘Dear Beauty, you work a lot and you’re always happy. You’re 
a 10 ............................................................... daughter.’

(from Chapter One)
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2 Choose the correct answer – a, b or c.

1. A rich man lives in a big city and has
a. three sons and one daughter
b. two daughters and two sons
c. three sons and three daughters

2. Rosalind and Hortensia are 
a. beautiful.
b. lazy.
c. friendly.

3. Beauty likes
a. playing the piano.
b. walking in the woods.
c. sleeping all morning.

4. The family becomes poor
a. and they must live in the woods.
b. and they must live near the river.
c. and they must live in the country.

5. Rosalind and Hortension are unhappy
a. because there is no food to eat.
b. because they can’t go to the theatre.
c. because they must clean the house. 


